Brands: Dell/HPE/Lenovo/Fujitsu
Rack Server As per the following specifications

- CPU: 2 Nos of Intel® Xeon® Gold 6136 3.0G, 12C/24T, 10.4GT/s, 24.75M Cache, Turbo, HT (150W) DDR4-2666
- Memory: 32GBx2 RDIMM, 2666MT/s, Dual Rank
- Hard disks: 6 x 4TB 7.2K RPM NLSAS 12Gbps 512n 3.5in Hot-plug Hard Drive
- RAID: Hardware RAID/Controller that supports RAID-5/6, with at least 1GB NV Cache (OS to be used = Redhat/Centos)
- NIC: Minimum 2nos 10g ports AND 2nos 1G ports.
- Power Supply: Dual hot-plug Redundant power supply units
- Form factor: 2U Rack mountable
- Warranty: 3 years hardware Warranty, 5x10 NBD On-site
- Misc: Integrated remote access controller, rails/accessories for rack mounting
- Optical Drive and Keyboard